
SALT MAP PROJECT
Your child will construct a relief map of California using salt, flour, and
water, after drawing or tracing an outline of California on a thin piece of wood.  
Students will then paint their three-dimensional maps and label important 
geographic features of our state, such as mountain ranges, rivers, cities, etc.  

This lesson works well as a culminating activity after our recent study of the 
geographic features of California.  It ties in with the student Keynote projects 
about California regions, natural resources, and landforms.

The salt map will be graded for neatness, accuracy of information, and inclusion 
of details.  This project will be done at school over the next couple of weeks.

Before we can begin the project, each student needs to bring a “ball” of 
dough for the map.  The materials needed for the dough are salt, flour, 
water, measuring cups, a large bowl, and a zip bag.

All other materials will be provided: a thin piece of wood, paints, paint 
brushes, map legend and labels, and reference resource materials.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR MAKING DOUGH   
(Parent guidance is advised in preparing the dough.)

Recipe:
1 cup of table salt
2 cups of flour (use all-purpose flour, not self-rising flour)
1 cup of water (approximately -- use 3/4 cup, then add more in small increments)

Mix the salt, flour, and water in a large bowl until smooth and pliable (like 
cookie dough -- not runny like cake batter).  You might need to add more water 
or flour and salt to get the right consistency.  

Place the dough in a tightly closed zip bag and send to school.  If the bag isn’t 
tightly closed, the dough might dry out . . . or leak.
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MAKING THE RELIEF MAP - Step-by-Step Directions

1. In pencil, draw or trace an outline of California on your piece of wood.  Try to 
place the outline in the center of the wood.  Use a ruler to measure the map 
and draw to scale as much as possible.

2. Spread a thick layer of the dough mixture within the outline of California,
    trimming any excess.

3. Refer to your state map.  With your hands, use more mixture to form the
    elevated regions.

4. Form the rivers and lakes with a pencil or knife.

5. Set your relief map aside in a safe place to dry.  The drying time will depend
    on how thick your mixture is and the weather.  If it’s humid, it may take a little    
    longer.  Your map must dry naturally. If you try to speed up the drying process
    in any way, it will likely crack, and you would have to start over.

6. While your map is drying, make a map legend.  Color the four geographic 
regions of the state different colors.

7. Paint your map according to your legend.  It should be 4 different colors, one 
for each region. 

8.  Paint the Pacific Ocean blue.  Paint the bordering states light brown.

9.   Place your map somewhere safe so that the paint can dry.

10. Locate and label the required items on your map, using the labels provided. 
      (You may glue the labels or create flags with toothpicks.)  Be sure to include
      a compass rose.

BE CREATIVE AND HAVE FUN AS YOU DEMONSTRATE WHAT YOU 
HAVE LEARNED ABOUT OUR STATE OF CALIFORNIA.
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